
FUMC ESL 9-29-2022 High Intermediate and Advanced Lesson


Introduce yourself. Tell where you are from and where you live now. Answer: Would it better to 
live in an old house with lots of character or a brand new house that was plain?


Homophones are two words that are pronounced the same, but have different spellings and 
different meanings. These sentences contain homophone errors. Tell which word is wrong and 
how it should be spelled. Be careful. Some of the sentences have more than one homophone. 
If you have a question about the meaning of the sentence or any of the words in the sentence, 
please ask.


1. I had a bowl of serial for breakfast.

2. If I new you were coming, I would have baked a cake.

3. Dad is reading a book about a cereal killer in California.

4. In the passed, there were no sell phones.

5. Pat was sick with the flew all week. 

6. Which weigh should we go to get to the lake?

7. There were a hole lot of people in line by the time we arrived.

8. Who's glasses are these?

9. That boy doesn't have cents enough to wear a raincoat when it rains.

10. Let's weight and see what happens.

11. There is an unusual sent in this room. 

12. I get board on nights when I am home alone.

13. Hour town has a very warm climate.

14. I think he will get re-elected, but no one nose for sure.

15. You were write about that.

16. Sum people are not very thoughtful.

17. I mix flower and water to make doe.

18. I can't bare listening to a dog barking loudly.

19. The floors in the old house creek when you walk on them.

20. The king rained for twenty years.

21. We are looking for a building sight for our new office building.

22. What roll did you play in the drama?

23. She is so thin and has such a tiny waste.

24. She got her brake in Hollywood when a producer saw her sing at church. Now she's 

starring in a musical.

25. My hometown is on a plane. The terrain is flat. There aren't any hills or mountains nearby.

26. Everyone accept me brought their dictionary to class.

27. Our teacher told us a tail about a genie granting a king's wishes.

28. The room looks so bear without the furniture.


Note: Accept is a verb. Except is used as a preposition or conjunction.


Conversations with Plumbers:    Practice these conversations with another 
student. After reading the first time, switch parts and read it again. Explain in 
your own words what is happening in the conversation.




Deb:  Hello, is this ABC Plumbing?

Plumber:  Yes, it is. How may I help you?

Deb: My sink in the kitchen is clogged. It stopped up this morning when I cleaned up the 
kitchen.

Plumber: Do you have a garbage disposal in the sink?

Deb: Yes. I put a lot of potato peels in the sink and turned on the garbage disposal. But the 
peels didn't go down the drain. They just spun around and the sink filled with water. Now it 
won't drain at all. The water is standing in the sink.

Plumber:  If you have a plumber's friend you can try to push it through.

Deb:  I don't have a friend that is a plumber. That is why I'm calling you.

Plumber:  No, not a friend who is a plumber, a plumber's friend. Another word for it is 
"plunger".  It's a tool for unclogging a drain or a toilet. It's a stick with a rubber cup at the end. 
You fit the rubber cup over the drain and push hard several times. It will force the food down 
the drain.

Deb:  Oh. Well, I don't have one of those either. Can you just send someone out to unclog the 
drain?

Plumber:  Yes. But the earliest I can get someone out there is tomorrow. We are booked up 
today.

Deb: Tomorrow! But I can't wait until tomorrow to use my sink! Can't you come any earlier?

Plumber: No, I'm sorry. All of my employees have appointments with other customers. You can 
try another plumber, but I don't think you'll get anyone out today. A stopped up drain isn't an 
emergency. We have customers with toilets overflowing. We will need to help them first.


1. Do you ever have clogged drains?    What do you do about it?  

2. Do you try to fix plumbing problems yourself or call a plumber?

3. Do you have a "plumber's friend"?

4. Have you ever had a plumbing emergency? Tell about it.

5. What does Deb mean when she says, "the water is standing" in the sink.


Sam:  Hello, is this ABC Plumbing?

Plumber: Yes, it is. What can I do for you?

Sam:  We just bought an older house. After we moved in, we discovered there are lots of 
plumbing problems.

Plumber:  OK. What are your problems?

Sam:  Several of the faucets drip. It's wasting a lot of water. And one of our toilets keeps 
running after you flush. You have to jiggle the handle to make it stop. Also the water is only hot 
for a very short period. The end of our showers are in icy, cold water. And finally, I think some 
of our pipes are rusty because the water coming out of one faucet is orange. Can you help us?




Plumber:  That is a lot of problems. It sounds like we may need to replace some of your faucets 
and put in a new toilet kit. You might need a bigger hot water heater. But the big problem is 
rusty pipes. We might need to dig those pipes up and replace them. That could get expensive.

Sam:  I understand that it will cost a lot to fix all our problems, but my wife is miserable. She 
wants to sell the house and move again. Whatever we need to spend to get the plumbing 
working will be worth it if it makes her happy.

Plumber: Alright. I'll be out later today to take a look at things and give you an estimate. Give 
me your address.


Why is Sam's wife miserable?

What are the plumbing problems?

What will the plumber have to do to fix the problems?

What will the plumber do later today?

Have you ever had plumbing problems in your apartment or house?


Choose the correct vocabulary word.


1. My sink has been (stuck / clogged) for a couple of days.

2. My toilet won't (flash / flush).

3. How much do you (cost / charge) to fix my leaky faucet?

4. The water is (coming out / coming about) orange.

5. Can you give me the (exact / exactly) time you will be here?

6. I don't have much water (pressure / strength).

7. Will I have to pay (out front / up front)?

8. I'll have to (shut off / shut out) the main water supply for a couple of hours.


Practice Speaking: 
1. What home repairs can you do yourself?

2. If you are renting, have you had any problems getting the landlord to repair your 

apartment?

3. When you are choosing a home, how important is it to have modern plumbing?

4. Are bathrooms in American homes usually bigger than in your country?

5. Are plumbing fixtures (sinks, showers, bathtubs, toilets) much different here than in your 

home country?

6. Would you buy a house that had no bathtubs, only showers?

7. Some people really enjoy a long soak in a bathtub. Others, prefer showers, not baths. 

Which type are you?



